Corporate Culture

Core Value
Creative
It requests us to constantly innovate and have our philosophy and actions, keep pace with the
times. We will make good use of the infinite creativity to perfect our management, to improve
our product quality and to upgrade our service quality.

Courageous
It means we dare to imagine future, we dare to be reflected upon our mistakes, we dare to
perform new thoughts and new methods that people and ourselves have never tried before. We
will maintain such spirit and status to keep trying leaded by the market. We dare to make
promises to our clients and the society, and we dare to practise the promises. Though there are
many challenges, we are full of confidence, courage and energy.

Responsible
It requires we emphasize on common understanding and are willing to work and share together.
We trust our partners and our Team. We accumulate all possible forces that can be used from
internal and external cooperation to grow up together, make achievements and share success.

Excellent
We will surely achieve and surpass our prospect and mission. We will keep creating; dare to do,
in a state of teamwork and full of energy, so we can surpass competitiveness and surpass
success.

Our Prospect
We are a member of global railway production and construction.
We dedicate to energy saving and high efficient construction railway machinery products and
professional service. We are in EC and Asia but expand our horizons to include the whole
world. We are not only the core power of EC and Asia heavy railway equipment industry and the
key cornerstone of national industry, but also a member of global production and construction.
We promise and practice the value increase of the country, the enterprise and staff in order to
create a new world for a wonderful life.

Our Mission
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To be a leading railway construction machinery brand and become internationally well-known.
Like the sea holds the water from thousands of rivers due to its large capacity, a man can be
great because of its tolerance and forgiveness . With the development of over 37 years,
REMTECHSTROY GROUP has got its own brand influence. We are confident to be a leading
enterprise of construction machinery and an excellent brand with internаtional competitiveness
within five years.
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